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Abstract
Non-stationary time series arise in many settings, such as seismology, speech-processing, and ﬁnance.
In many of these settings we are interested in points where a model of local stationarity is violated. We
consider the problem of how to detect these change-points, which we identify by ﬁnding sharp changes in the
time-varying power spectrum. Several different methods are considered, and we ﬁnd that the symmetrized
Kullback–Leibler information discrimination performs best in simulation studies. We derive asymptotic
normality of our test statistic, and consistency of estimated change-point locations. We then demonstrate the
technique on the problem of detecting arrival phases in earthquakes.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Change-point analysis consists of two distinct problems: estimating the number and loca-
tions of change-points, and determining their magnitude. Consider a sequence of observations
x1, x2, . . . , xn where x1, x2, . . . , xt come from some process, and xt+1, xt+2, . . . , xn come from
some other process. Then we say there is a change-point between xt and xt+1. Often in the in-
terest of asymptotic results, the time indices are considered to lie on the unit interval, and some
point t∗ ∈ (0, 1) is the change-point, where the xi lying in (0, t∗) come from one distribution,
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and those in (t∗, 1) come from the other. This can be generalized to an arbitrary number of
change-points.
Adak [1] considered the problem of segmenting a time series into piecewise stationary pieces.
Between change-points, she modeled the series as being stationary. Her method was to break
the series into many small pieces. She then looked at the distance between the power spectra for
two adjacent pieces. Those that were close, she merged. After the merging was complete, the
remaining breaks were declared change-points. Adak compared three different distance metrics:
AKolmogorov–Smirnov type, looking at the greatest distance between cumulative power spectra,
the Crámer–Von Mises distance, which look at the L2 distance between the power spectra, and a
transformed CUSUM distance, ﬁrst proposed by Coates and Diggle [4].
We feel that assuming piecewise stationarity fails on a wide class of interesting problems.
Earthquakes, for instance, display sharp changes in their time-varying power spectrum, but also
have gradual changes between seismically meaningful change-points. Adak [1] analyzed the
1989 Loma Prieta earthquake near San Francisco, and found what we consider to be an excessive
number of change-points. With a weaker assumption than piecewise stationarity we have a better
model for such processes. We propose modeling series, such as earthquakes, as piecewise locally
stationary. Dahlhaus [5] deﬁned local stationarity. In essence, a locally stationary series has a
time-varying power spectrum that is continuous in time. Change-points are then discontinuities
in the time-varying spectrum.
An interesting issue arises from this view. How do we determine what is a real discontinuity,
as opposed to the jumps one expects in sampled data? We will need some notion of how large a
jump one expects by chance, as opposed to what indicates a true discontinuity. We must recognize
ambiguity whenever the time-varying power spectrum is changing smoothly and rapidly. Given
ﬁnite amounts of data, it is impossible to distinguish between a smooth but sharp change and
a discontinuity. To deal with this we will need to rely on expert opinion to provide reasonable
bounds on how sharp continuous changes can be. This is left as a tuning parameter in the method
we develop.
Ombao et al. [12] consider a smoothed localized complex exponentials (SLEX) model for a
non-stationary random process. The model ﬁts the series to an orthogonal basis, where the basis
functions are localized in the time-frequency plane. Like Adak [1], the SLEX model treats a
series as piecewise stationary, where the pieces are determined by the choice of basis functions.
Asymptotically, the SLEX model will be equivalent to Dahlhaus’. However, there is a difference
with ﬁnite amounts of data, which we explore.
Coates and Diggle [4] proposed several tests, of which the transformed CUSUM and a para-
metric likelihood had reasonable performance. Let J () be the ratio of the two power spectra
being compared. Then log(1 + J−1()) are independent exponentially distributed random vari-
ables under the hypothesis that the two spectra are equal. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test can then
be conducted to test whether they are exponentially distributed. The parametric likelihood ratio
tests proposed involve ﬁtting a low-degree polynomial (e.g. quadratic) on the J (), and testing
the signiﬁcance of the assorted coefﬁcients. A constant signiﬁcantly different than one indicates a
multiplicative difference between the two power spectra, for instance. This method worked well
when the ratio of the spectra could be assumed to follow some low-order polynomial function,
but breaks down against some alternatives. Kakizawa et al. [10] looked at Chernoff distances and
Kullback–Leibler discrimination information. The Chernoff distance is
B(p; q) = − logEp
{(
q(x)
p(x)
)}
.
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The Kullback–Leibler discrimination information is the expected log likelihood ratio of the
two distributions.
In this paper we develop a method for detecting abrupt changes to the time-varying power
spectrum of a series, assuming that the series is locally stationary between change-points. While
for the asymptotic results this is equivalent to the piecewise stationarity assumption of Adak [1],
our method performs quite differently for series of ﬁnite length. We explain this in more detail in
Section 5.
In Section 2we present themathematical background forwhatwe do, and present four candidate
test statistics. In Section 3 we explain our method. We have attempted to make our explanation
as modular as possible, though we only go through the explanation for one of the candidate test
statistics. In Section 4 we present the results of our simulation experiments. In Section 5 we
argue that our favored test statistic has good asymptotic properties. In Section 6 we illustrate
the performance of these methods on the record of an Earthquake that occurred in Nicaragua. In
Section 7 we discuss possible future work. We have a few mathematical arguments that may be
of interest to the reader in Appendix A.
2. Mathematical background
We ﬁrst consider stationary time series, that is those where the distribution of (xi, xj )
depends only on k = i − j . In practice, this requirement is often relaxed to having only the
ﬁrst two moments of the distribution depend only on k. For our purposes, either deﬁnition is
sufﬁcient.
We will then introduce the concept of locally stationary time series. These are time series for
which any short window is effectively stationary (analogous to any continuous function being
approximately constant in a short window). We want to ﬁnd violations of local stationarity (dis-
continuities in a function). To do this, we will estimate the power spectrum in small windows on
either side of a candidate change-point, and see where they are “more discontinuous” than one
would expect by chance.
In this section we will review and extend the mathematical results we will use. Detailed asymp-
totic arguments will be presented later. For those unfamiliar with frequency-domain analysis of
time series, we recommend Brillinger [3] and Shumway and Stoffer [15] for a more thorough
treatment.
2.1. Distribution of power spectrum estimates
Let X(t), t = 1 . . . T be a stationary time series with power fx() at frequency  ∈ [−, ].
Assuming suitable regularity conditions (e.g. Assumption 1), the values of the periodogram
Ix() = 12T 
∣∣∣∣∣
T∑
t=1
exp (−it) x(t)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
are asymptotically independent of the values at any other frequencies, and distributed as fx() ∗
22/2 + O(T −1). The exception to this is at  ∈ {−, }, where the chi-squared random variable
has only one degree of freedom. This has the unfortunate consequence of being an inconsistent
estimate. To achieve consistency, the periodogram is smoothed over adjacent frequencies. This
introduces some bias, but greatly reduces the variance. An appropriate choice of bandwidth can
yield a consistent estimate. If we smooth over an odd number m of equally spaced frequencies,
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and get spectral estimates
f̂ () = 1
m
(m−1)/2∑
j=−(m−1)/2
Ix( + j).
These estimates are asymptotically distributed as fx() ∗ 22m/2m, with one fewer degree of
freedom if the window includes ( + j) = − or ( + j) = . If m → ∞ and m
T
→ 0 as
T → ∞, we will have a consistent estimator of the power spectrum.
Instead of a power spectrum, for a non-stationary series we look at a time-varying power
spectrum. We calculate the power spectrum in a window around every point (or a subset thereof),
giving us an object fx(t, ) which varies in both time and frequency. This is what we wish to
estimate and analyze.
2.2. Locally stationary time series
We begin by deﬁning a locally stationary series.
Deﬁnition 1 (Dahlhaus [5]). A sequence of stochastic processes X(t)(t = 1, . . . , T ) is called
locally stationary with transfer function A0 and trend  if there exists a representation
X(t) = 
(
t
T
)
+
∫ 
−
exp(it)A0t () d(),
where the following assumptions hold:
1. () is a stochastic process on [−, ] with () = (−) and
cum{d(1), . . . , d(k)} = 
⎛⎝ k∑
j=1
j
⎞⎠ gk(1, . . . , k−1) d1 . . . dk,
where cum{. . .} denotes the cumulant of the kth order, g1 = 0, g2() = 1. |gk(1, . . . , k−1)|
constk for all k and () = ∑∞j=−∞ 	( + 2j) is the period 2 extension of the Dirac
delta function.
2. There exists a constant K and a 2-periodic function A : [0, 1] ×  → C with A(u,−) =
A(u, ) and
sup
t,
∣∣∣∣A0t () − A( tT , 
)∣∣∣∣ KT −1
for all T; A(t, ) and (t) are assumed to be continuous in t.
Note that in this deﬁnition (A( t
T
, ))2 is our time-varying spectrum. So to estimate (A( t
T
, ))2,
we form local estimates of the power spectrum. As T → ∞, any window which grows as o(T )
will behave, in the limit, as a stationary time series. It is over these windows we will form the local
power spectrum estimates that we will use to estimate fx(t, ). Since the series is asymptotically
stationary over these windows, we will treat our series as stationary for analyzing asymptotic
behavior of our estimates.
We will assume all series are mean zero, or have been detrended, for the remainder of this
paper.
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2.3. Discrimination information
Let p and q denote two distributions. The Kullback–Leibler discrimination information,
I (p, q) = Ep log p(x)q(x) , is a measure of how far apart two distributions are. It has several nice
properties, in particular I (p, q)0 with equality iff p = q almost everywhere. It is not symmet-
ric.
Viewing fx(t, ) as a distribution on the  that changes through time, we consider theKullback–
Leibler discrimination information. Dahlhaus showed that the Kullback–Leibler discrimination
information for two spectra can be expressed as
I (x, y, t) =
∑

(
fx(t, )
fy(t, )
− log fx(t, )
fy(t, )
− 1
)
. (1)
This means the symmetrized Kullback–Leibler discrimination information is
J (x, y, t) =
∑

(
fx(t, )
fy(t, )
− log
(
fx(t, )
fy(t, )
)
− 1 +
(
fy(t, )
fx(t, )
− log
(
fy(t, )
fx(t, )
)
− 1
))
.
The log terms cancel, leaving
J (x, y, t) =
∑

(
fx(t, )
fy(t, )
+ fy(t, )
fx(t, )
− 2
)
. (2)
2.4. Candidate test statistics
Kakizawa [10] considered estimators of the form ∫ g(fxf−1y ) d, where g is a function with
a unique minimum at the identity. Within a constant scaling factor (e.g. the −1 in the Kullback–
Leibler discrimination information), all of our proposed test statistics satisfy this requirement.
Our test statistics are sums, because we can only estimate them at ﬁnitely many . In Eq. (1),
we gave the Kullback–Leibler discrimination information. If we drop the −1 we get a test statistic
KL(x, y, t) =
∣∣∣∣∑(fx(t, )fy(t, ) − log fx(t, )fy(t, )
)∣∣∣∣ .
Recall the symmetrized Kullback–Leibler discrimination information given in Eq. (2).We drop
the −2, and, since we estimate fx(t, ) at n2 frequencies, we normalize by dividing through by n.
This suggests a test statistic for measuring the distance between two spectra fx(t, ) and fy(t, ):
D(x, y, t) = 1
n
∑

(
fx(t, )
fy(t, )
+ fy(t, )
fx(t, )
)
.
The reason for the extra normalization step we perform for D(x, y, t) will become clear when we
explore its asymptotic properties.
We have found several other test statistics proposed, of the form
∫
g(fxf
−1
y ) d. Two of these
performed well enough to merit closer attention.
The ﬁrst statistic to look at is the logs of the ratios of the power spectra:
Log(x, y, t) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

log
(
fx(t, )
fy(t, )
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
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The other is based on a likelihood ratio test, comparing the likelihood of two power spectra (to the
left and right of the proposed change points) vs. a common power spectrum across both windows.
In Appendix A, we show that this reduces to
LR(x, y, t) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

[
log
(
fx(t, )
f0(t, )
)
+ log
(
fy(t, )
f0(t, )
)]∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
where
f0(t, ) = 12 (fx(t, ) + fy(t, )).
Inspiration for trying this test statistic came fromHuang et al. [9], which used the SLEX likelihood
ratio to discriminate between different classes of stochastic processes with a change-point.
Neither of these statistics performed as well in our experiments as those based on the Kullback–
Leibler discrimination information.
3. The method
In this section we will describe our method for detecting change-points in detail. We will go
through the exposition using the test statistic D. This can easily be replaced with any of the other
candidate test statistics described above. Note that we compute our test statistic over a sliding
window to take advantage of the series being piecewise locally stationary. Asymptotically, the
series can be treated as stationary over any window of a vanishingly small width. If we were to
go for a piecewise stationary model instead, we would want to estimate the time-varying power
spectrum over the entire length between proposed change-points, for increased power (this is, in
effect, what Adak [1] does).
3.1. Basics
Our method is as follows:
1. Preprocessing: For every xt , n t(T −n), estimate the power spectrum f̂L(t, ) to the left of
xt over xt−n+1, . . . , xt , and the power spectrum f̂R(t, ) to the right of xt over xt+1, . . . , xt+n.
2. Compute test statistic: Compute
D1(t) = 1
n
∑

(
f̂L(t, )
f̂R(t, )
+ f̂R(t, )
f̂L(t, )
)
.
3. Find local maxima of test statistic: Repeat:
On the ith iteration of step 3, let ti be the value at which Di(t) achieves its ith largest value.
Di+1(t) = Di(t), except on the intervals [ti − n, ti − 1] and [ti + 1, ti + n], upon which we
set Di+1(t) = 0.
Until: Di(ti) < Dcrit , or a desired maximum number of change-points is reached.
4. Assign signiﬁcance: The values of t such that Di(t) > Dcrit are classiﬁed as change-points.
Step 3 exists because our windows overlap. Di(t) displays a high degree of autocorrelation. Its
second largest value is almost always next to its largest value, but we don’t want to declare both of
these change-points. So we set the values within a window width of a change-point to zero before
ﬁnding the next largest value of D(t). This limits us to detecting only one change point in each
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window of width nT , which we consider to be a feature. This also means that we need to keep
our window width below the minimum distance between which we would expect change-points
to occur.
This algorithm is guaranteed to terminate. Notice that {Di(ti)} forms a decreasing sequence—
it will eventually be below our threshold. In the most extreme case, we will ﬁnd a change-
point every n points, since this is the closest we allow change-points to be, by step 3. Alterna-
tively, we will have speciﬁed a maximum number of change-points, after which the algorithm
terminates.
There are two ways to tune the algorithm to speciﬁc applications. One is to vary the window
width n. This depends on factors such as the amount of data we have, the scale at which we assume
our series will remain approximately stationary, and the scale at which interesting phenomena
are anticipated. The other way is to modify how we estimate the power spectrum. Asymptotic
results in this paper assume usage of the smoothed periodogram. However, better results may
be achieved in practice through such techniques as tapering the data, or weighting the different
frequencies in the estimated test statistic (which we discuss below under ﬁltering).
3.1.1. Choice of n and m
How do we choose our window widths n over which we estimate the time-varying peri-
odogram, and m over which we smooth the time-varying periodogram to get an estimate of
the time-varying power spectrum? For n, we can use prior knowledge about what time scales
interesting phenomenon occur over. Note that in Example 8 below, we show how we can grossly
mis-estimate the number of change-points if we get the window width just wrong. The other
possibility is to try experimenting with a few choices of window width, and see what gives
reasonable answers. This is easier to do if a set of training data is available. For choosing
m, there exists a wide literature from both the stationary time series literature and the kernel
smoothing literature. See, for instance, either Fan and Gijbels [7] or Lee [11] for proposed
methods.
3.1.2. Choice of critical value
How do we pick Dcrit? With a ﬁnite amount of data, Dcrit is where we include information
as to how much we think the time-varying power spectrum can change over a window without
signifying an interesting change. Our preferred method is to assume that the true time-varying
power spectrum does not change too much over a window of width n, we can get values of Dcrit
for a stationary series by simulating on white noise, since the true power cancels out in our test
statistic. We can then modify these up to account for the time-varying component, using either
experimentation (as is done inSection 6), or by expert knowledge.Without themodiﬁcation,we are
in effect comparing our test statistic to order statistics from draws from the asymptotic distribution
under the null hypothesis, a natural way to deal withmultiple testing issues.Modiﬁcations of these
empirical critical values then reﬂect tuning based on experience or expert knowledge to account
for departures from the asymptotic distribution that occur from dealing with ﬁnite amounts of
data.
Another option is to use the asymptotic normality results from Section 5, and then correct for
multiple testing by a procedure such as the permutation test of Westfall and Young [16], which
can deal with the dependency of D(t). For those that prefer a false-discovery-rate approach,
Genovese et al. [8] provide a nice introduction in the context of another areawith highly-correlated
p-values (fMRI), and Benjamini and Yekutieli [2] gives a more rigorous treatment of the same
ideas.
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3.2. Regularization
In step 2 above we divide by the estimated power at each frequency. In some applications, when
the power at a given frequency is close to zero, the estimated power may be sufﬁciently close to
zero often enough to cause problems with numerical stability. Regularizing the test statistic by
adding some small value ( > 0) to the denominators can result in a much more stable estimate.
In this case we have a test statistic of
D̂reg(t) = 1
n
∑

(
f̂R(t, )
f̂L(t, ) + 
+ f̂L(t, )
f̂R(t, ) + 
)
.
We have found this to be useful with some of the low-noise data we have analyzed, such as the
earthquake data in Section 6.
3.3. Filtering
In many applications, it is possible to specify ahead of time the frequencies at which we expect
meaningful changes of spectrum to occur. In such cases, it is worth ﬁltering the series to reduce
noise. Linear ﬁlters can be thought of as a function by which to multiply the estimated spectrum.
By taking ratios of the spectra, whatever we have multiplied them by cancels out. We instead
suggest multiplying the ratios in our test statistic by a weighting factor, w(), such that the mean
w() = 1. These w’s are large where we think meaningful changes in the spectrum are likely
to occur, and small where meaningful changes are unlikely. Under an assumption of stationarity,
this only changes the asymptotic variance of our test statistic.
3.4. Necessary conditions
As is shown in Section 5, the test statistic D̂(t)will, as the amount of data tend towards inﬁnity,
give the correct change-points, so long as the following assumptions are met:
• Assumption 1 from deﬁnition 1 is satisﬁed.
• We smooth over m frequencies, and m → ∞.
• m/nT → 0, where nT is the window size over which the time-varying power spectrum is
estimated, given T total points of data.
• n−1/2T log(T ) → 0.
4. Simulation results
In this section we discuss some simulations we ran to determine which of the above cost-
functions performed the best.
4.1. The test sequences
All sequences are driven by white noise, t ∼ N(0, 
2t ), with 
2t = 1, and are of length 1024.
Simulations were performed using R [13].
We estimated the time-varying spectrum at 64 frequencies, so our time-domain windows were
of width 128. We tapered the extreme 10% of the data in the time-domain with a cosine-bell
taper. We smoothed the periodograms with a uniform kernel of width 5 when estimating the
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power spectrum. These values were chosen based on initial trials with the ﬁrst few sequences
for localizing change-points, not estimating numbers of change-points. New data are simulated
for all tests. Each series was generated according to the following rules, where t are a series
of i.i.d. standard normal random variables. We have eight test series, each of which tests of
illustrates a different type of change-point. This is a broader range to tests than is typical in the
literature.
Series 1 has two change-points:
xt =
⎧⎨⎩
.75xt−1 + t for 1 t < 484,
1.7xt−1 − .75xt−2 + t for 484 t < 803,
1.25xt−1 − .7xt−2 + t for 803 t1024.
Series 2 is locally stationary. This series is not used in tests to localize change-points, since
there are not any:
xt = (1 − .5 cos(16t/1024))t .
Series 3 looks for changes between ARMA, AR, and MA structures:
xt =
⎧⎨⎩
.75xt−1 + t + .75t−1 for 1 t < 576,
.75xt−1 + t for 576 t < 879,
t + .75t−1 for 879 t1024.
Series 4 is to check if we can detect change-points without much data. The change-point is
located just beyond our window width from the beginning of the series.
xt =
{
.9xt−1 + t for 1 t < 131,
.25xt−1 + t for 131 t1024.
Series 5 has a big jump in the magnitude of the power spectrum. This should be an easy series
to detect change-points in:
xt =
⎧⎨⎩
.75xt−1 + t for 1 t < 421,
4 ∗ (.75xt−1 + t ) for 421 t < 823,
.75xt−1 + t for 824 t1024.
Series 6 illustrates change-points in a locally stationary serieswith only one piecewise stationary
part. Let at = (1 − .5 cos(16t/1024)). Then:
xt =
⎧⎨⎩
att for 1 t < 321,
5 ∗ (att ) for 321 t < 665,
atxt−1 − .81xt−2 + t for 666 t1024.
Series 7 has a subtle change-point:
xt =
{√
2t for 1 t < 470,
.5xt−1 + t for 471 t1024.
Series 8 is locally stationary. This series is not used in tests to localize change-points, since
there are not any. This series is included in the test set because our proposed method fails on
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Fig. 1. Examples of series 1 through 4, driven by the same white noise.
this series. The changes, though smooth, occur on the same scale as our window. We will discuss
this in greater detail later. For series 8,
xt = (1 − .5 cos(8t/1024))t .
In Figs. 1 and 2, we depict a realization of each series, driven by the same white-noise process t .
4.2. Location of change-points
We ran 1000 simulations for each trial. We took estimated change-points to be at the k maxi-
mum values of the test statistic, where k is the actual number of change-points. We are only asking
whether themethod in questionwas able to successfully ﬁnd the change-points.Wewill address the
issue of identifying the correct number of change-points later. Since series 2 and 8 have no change-
points, they were excluded from this trial. For each series, we will present side-by-side boxplots
of where the change points were estimated to be over the 1000 trials for each method. Horizontal
line(s) will denote the actual change-points. Please note that the Kullback–Leibler discrimination
information (KL), and symmetrized form thereof, greatly outperform the other proposedmethods.
While the Kullback–Leibler discrimination information has more outliers than the symmetrized
Kullback–Leibler discrimination information (D), the two statistics have sufﬁciently similar per-
formance on the series we simulated that, based on these results, a clear favorite is not apparent
(Tables 1 and 2). However, we have found that the symmetrized Kullback–Leibler discrimination
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Fig. 2. Examples of series 5–8, driven by the same white noise.
Table 1
Performance of D
Test statistic: Mean number of S.d. of detected Percent time
D detected change-points change-points correct
Series 1 2.03 .177 .968
Series 2 .21 .46 .812
Series 3 1.93 .35 .872
Series 4 .712 .52 .657
Series 5 2.03 .18 .967
Series 6 2.14 .36 .860
Series 7 .75 .5 .681
Series 8 5.07 .55 .000
information performs better on identifying the number of change-points (below) and on the ap-
plications we are interested in, particularly segmenting earthquakes, and hence we will focus on
developing the asymptotic theory for this test statistic.
4.3. Numbers of change-points
We ran 1000 simulations for each trial and estimated the number of change points by counting
how often our test statistic was above a level .05 value. The critical value was estimated by
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Table 2
Performance of KL
Test statistic: Mean number of S.d. of detected Percent time
KL detected change-points change-points correct
Series 1 1.80 .45 .760
Series 2 .18 .41 .832
Series 3 1.43 .51 .409
Series 4 .74 .52 .665
Series 5 2.03 .17 .971
Series 6 2.13 .34 .873
Series 7 .84 .44 .784
Series 8 3.00 .13 .000
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Fig. 3. Boxplots of estimated change-point locations for 1000 simulations of series 1, with vertical lines denoting true
change-points.
simulating 1000 runs on a sequence of white noise, and looking at the maximum of the test
statistic over these 1000 runs. The 950th value was taken as a critical value for a level .05 test. We
did this for both the Kullback–Leibler discrimination information, and the symmetrized version
thereof. We present the mean number of estimated change-points over all 1000 trials, the standard
deviation of the estimated number of change-points, and the proportion of time it estimates the
correct number of change-points.
We draw the reader’s attention to the pattern of under-estimating the number of change-points
when the methods get the wrong number of change-points. We ﬁnd this result reassuring; except
in the case of catastrophic failure of our method, we can have conﬁdence in our detected change-
points.
We also draw the reader’s attention to the signiﬁcantly better performance of the symmetrized
Kullback–Leibler discrimination information for series 1 and 3, with the regular Kullback–Leibler
discrimination information doing better with series 7. Neither performed well with series 8 (not
shown).We believe this is because the period of the variance (128) is the same as thewindowwidth
with which we estimated the time-varying spectrum. The series clearly violated our assumption
of stationarity within a window. A slower varying series (or a narrower window) would have
satisﬁed (approximately) the stationarity assumption, and a faster varying series (orwiderwindow)
would have resulted in a series that mixed sufﬁciently to be considered as stationary (Figs. 3–8).
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Fig. 4. Boxplots of estimated change-point locations for 1000 simulations of series 3, with vertical lines denoting true
change-points.
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Fig. 5. Boxplots of estimated change-point locations for 1000 simulations of series 4, with a vertical line denoting the
true change-point.
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Fig. 6. Boxplots of estimated change-point locations for 1000 simulations of series 5, with vertical lines denoting true
change-points.
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Fig. 7. Boxplots of estimated change-point locations for 1000 simulations of series 6, with vertical lines denoting the true
change-points.
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Fig. 8. Boxplots of estimated change-point locations for 1000 simulations of series 7, with a vertical line denoting the
true change-point.
The take-home lesson from this is that one needs to be careful to check that regular features of
the series occur at different scales from the window width one uses—preferably longer, so as to
detect them!
4.4. Argument for symmetrized statistic
Another reason why we prefer a symmetric test statistic is that the detection of a change-point
doesn’t depend on whether we are looking for it from the left or from the right.
Looking for a change at one frequency by looking at the ratios of estimated power spectra
to the left and to the right of a proposed change-point lends itself nicely to a two-tailed test—a
large value of f̂L()
f̂R()
indicates that there is a drop-off of power at frequency , whereas a small
value indicates an increase in power. When looking for discontinuities in the time-varying power
spectrum, we do not know a priori whether the discontinuity is an increase in power, a decrease
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in power, or a mix. When summing over  to get a measure of the change of power over all
frequencies, the small value(s) will be lost in the noise of estimating all the values near 1. So we
want some method for making the small values large in the sum—hence we add their inverses.
Note also that f̂L()
f̂R()
+ f̂R()
f̂L()
has a unique minimum of 2 when f̂L() = f̂R(). So the farther
either ratio is from one, the larger the sum of the ratios. Hence D(t) = 1
n
∑
(
fL(t,)
fR(t,)
+ fR(t,)
fL(t,)
)
is a logical way of talking about how far apart two spectra are.
5. Asymptotic results
In this section, we ﬁrst present some results on the distribution of our test statistic D̂(t). We
then prove our proposed change-point detection technique is consistent.
For sufﬁciently small nT , the window width we estimate the time-varying power spectrum over
when we have T observations from the series, there are no change-points in a window centered
at time t, unless t is a change-point. With the time-varying spectrum continuous through time
away from change-points, over short enough of a time-window, we can treat it as constant. It
follows that for asymptotic analysis, we can treat the series over any window of length nT such
that nT
T
→ 0 as stationary.
If we considered a piecewise stationarymodel instead of our piecewise locally stationarymodel,
we could extend the windows over which we estimated to time-varying power spectrum to cover
the stretch between proposed change points, instead of the vanishingly small proportion of the
series which we use.
The assumptions used in the theorems below are those stated in Section 3.4. We repeat them
here for clarity.
Theorem. Let D̂(t) = 1
n
∑

(
f̂L(t,)
f̂R(t,)
)
be an estimate of the test statistic deﬁned in Section
2.4, using the smoothed periodogram as an estimate of the power spectrum. Let the smoothing
over m adjacent frequencies satisfy m → ∞, and m/n → 0, where n is the window size over
which the time-varying power spectrum is estimated. Under suitable regularity conditions (e.g.
Assumption 1 from Deﬁnition 1), away from change-points:
√
n(D̂(t) − 2) → N(0, 2).
Proof. The ratio f̂L(t,)
f̂R(t,)
and its inverse asymptotically follow F-distributions with 2m and 2m
degrees of freedom. Smoothing overm terms induces a short-range dependence in the terms of our
sum, so we can not use the Central Limit Theorem (our terms are not independent). However, we
can invoke a generalization of theM-Dependent Central Limit Theorem in Romano andWolf [14]
on our ratios of estimated power spectrums. Note that we are using a slightly different formulation
of the conclusion, following Shumway and Stoffer [15]. We say that a series is M-Dependent if
points separated by more than M units are independent. We satisfy the requirement, since the
dependence between our summands is limited to those within m, our smoothing bandwidth. The
theorem states that under suitable regularity conditions, if (k) is the covariance of two summands
k indices apart,
Vm =
m∑
k=−m
(k),
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and
√
n[D̂(t) − E(D̂(t))] ∼ AN(0, Vm).
Note that E(D̂(t)) = 4m/(2m − 2), since it is the sum of 4n terms that each follows (asymp-
totically) an F-distribution on 2m and 2m degrees of freedom, divided by n. As m → ∞, this
converges to 2.
To get a bound on (k), we need to look at cov(f̂L(i )/f̂R(i ) + f̂R(i )/f̂L(i ), f̂L(i+k)/
f̂R(i+k) + f̂R(i+k)/f̂L(i+k)).
First, we want to get a handle on the large-sample distribution of the individual terms of this
covariance expression
cov
(√
nf̂L(i )
f̂R(i )
+
√
nf̂R(i )
f̂L(i )
,
√
nf̂L(i+k)
f̂R(i+k)
+
√
nf̂R(i+k)
f̂L(i+k)
)
.
Subtract out the mean (which is, asymptotically, 2√n) from each side. Under the null hypothesis
(no change-point), fL() = fR(), so 2 = fL()/fR() + fR()/fL(). Looking at just the ﬁrst
term, we have
√
nf̂L(i )
f̂R(i )
+
√
nf̂R(i )
f̂L(i )
− 2√n
=
√
nf̂L(i )
f̂R(i )
−
√
nfL(i )
fR(i )
+
√
nf̂R(i )
f̂L(i )
−
√
nfL(i )
fR(i )
=
√
n
(
f̂L(i ) − fL(i ) f̂R(i )
fR(i )
)
f̂R(i )
+
√
n
(
f̂R(i ) − fR(i ) f̂L(i )
fL(i )
)
f̂L(i )
.
Looking at just the numerator of one of these terms (and dropping the argument ), we have
√
n
(
f̂L − fL
(
f̂R
fR
))
→ √n
(
f̂L − fL
(
fR
fR
))
= √n(f̂L − fL).
This convergence holds due to Slutsky’s Theorem. Since f̂∗ is a consistent estimate off∗,
√
n(f̂L−
fL) converges to a zero-mean normal distribution by the central limit theorem. A similar argument
works for fR and fL interchanged. So we have that the numerators converge in distribution (to a
normal). The denominators converge to a constant, so we will again invoke Slutsky’s theorem.
√
n
(
f̂L(i ) − fL(i ) f̂R(i )
fR(i )
)
f̂R(i )
+
√
n
(
f̂R(i ) − fR(i ) f̂L(i )
fL(i )
)
f̂L(i )
→
√
n(f̂L − fL)
fR
+
√
n(f̂R − fR)
fL
.
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So we are now asking for
cov
(√
n(f̂L(i ) − fL(i ))
fR(i )
+
√
n(f̂R(i ) − fR(i ))
fL(i )
,
√
n(f̂L(i+k) − fL(i+k))
fR(i+k)
+
√
n(f̂R(i+k) − fR(i+k))
fL(i+k)
)
.
Slightly re-arrange the terms, and recall fL = fR away from change-points:
n cov
(
f̂L(i )
fL(i )
− 1 + f̂R(i )
fR(i )
− 1, f̂L(i+k)
fL(i+k)
− 1 + f̂R(i+k)
fR(i+k)
− 1
)
.
Drop the constants. Recall that given the periodogram I∗(),
f̂∗(i ) = 1
m
(m−1)/2∑
j=−(m−1)/2
I∗(i+j ).
Recall that yi = IL(i )/fL(i ) → yi ∼ 22/2, where each yi is asymptotically independent.
Let zi = IR(i )/fR(i ). Substituting, we get
n cov
⎛⎝ 1
m
(m−1)/2∑
j=−(m−1)/2
(yi+j + zi+j ), 1
m
(m−1)/2∑
j=−(m−1)/2
(yi+j+k + zi+j+k)
⎞⎠ .
Since y and z are asymptotically independent (Brillinger [3, Theorem 5.3.1]) and identically
distributed, this simpliﬁes to
2n
m2
cov
⎛⎝ (m−1)/2∑
j=−(m−1)/2
(yi+j ),
(m−1)/2∑
j=−(m−1)/2
(yi+j+k)
⎞⎠ .
Since each yi is asymptotically independent, and we have (m−|k|)+ terms in common. Noticing
each yi has variance 1, this becomes
2n(m − |k|)+
m2
.
Summing over |k| < m, we get 2n. So, by the M-dependent Central Limit Theorem,
√
n(D̂(t) − E(D̂(t)) → N(0, 2).
Since E(D̂(t)) → 2, this gives the desired result. 
5.1. Consistency of estimated change-point location
Let TC denote the times at which change-points occur, and T−C denote the times at which there
are not change-points.
Theorem. If nT → ∞,m → ∞,m/n → 0, and n−1/2T log(T ) → 0, thenmaxt∈T−C(D̂(t)) → 2.
Further, under the same conditions, maxt∈TC (D̂(t)) → k > 2.
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Proof. Since the maximum of T standard normal random variables is Op(log(T )), and the stan-
dard deviation of D̂(t) goes as n−1/2T , the maximum of T independent realizations of D̂(t) will
is Op(n−1/2T log(T )). Since by assumption this converges to zero, we have that maxt∈T−C D̂(t)
converges to its expected value. Note also that the assumption that D̂(t) is independent in t is
conservative—with overlapping windows the dependency will reduce the variability of D̂(t).
We know that maxt∈T−C(D̂(t)) → 2m/(m − 2) → 2. We need to show that at a change-
point (for t ∈ TC), E(D̂(t)) → k > 2. Let us say for frequencies  in a band of width 	,
fL() = (1 + )fR(), with 0 <  < 1 and fL = fR at all other frequencies. This is the smallest
possible change-point. Then
E(D̂(t))= k = 2(1 − 	) + 	
(
(1 + ) + 1
1 + 
)
= 2(1 − 	) + 	(1 +  + 1 −  + 2 − Op(3))
= 2(1 − 	) + 	(1 + 2 − Op(3))
= 2 + 	2 − 	Op(3).
Thus we have that k > 2. If we want fR() > fL(), swapping fL and fR will result in an
equivalent argument. 
Thus at a change-point, D̂(t) → k > 2, while away from our change-points, maxt∈TC D̂(t) →
2. Hence our test statistic is consistent for detecting the location of change-points. While this
consistency of estimated change-point location has only been proven for a window containing a
change-point, note that these windows are getting arbitrarily small, hence consistency is achieved.
This provides us with a corollary:
Corollary. The change-point detection scheme presented in Section 3 will consistently detect
change-points.
Note that a choice of critical value for our test statistic, Dcrit such that 2 < Dcrit < k will give
the asymptotically correct decision rules.
6. An example
Ourmethod can be of some use in detecting arrival phases of earthquakes. Earthquakes aremade
up of several waves that arrive at different times. We want to automate the determination of these
times. Locating the epicenter of the earthquake and identifying what materials the waves passed
through require determining the difference in arrival times of the waves. Statistical properties of
the waves themselves vary between events, and segmentation is a necessary ﬁrst step for many
forms of further analysis.
Records of an earthquake in Nicaragua on October 9th measuring 7.1 on the Richter scale were
acquired from Scripps Institute of Oceanography, along with the times of the primary wave and
secondary wave arrival determined by an analyst. The records were sampled at 100Hz. Local
power spectra were estimated over a window of 4096 points, or a time of just under 41 s. Within
each window the data were tapered by a cosine bell taper on the extreme 10% of the window. A
running mean ﬁlter of width 19 was then run on the resulting periodograms. Both window widths
were determined by experimentation. Since we are still in the process of tuning our procedure to
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Fig. 9. The six computed change-points are dashed lines, analyst’s two picks are solid lines.
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Fig. 10. Computed change-point is a dashed line, analyst’s pick a solid line.
the stations in the Scripps seismic array, a reasonable critical value was determined after seeing
the distribution of the test statistic.
In Fig. 9 we show the seismograph record of vertical displacement at a monitoring station in
Southern California. The two solid vertical lines show where the analysts thought the primary
wave and the secondary wave arrived. SettingDcrit to 323 , the six dashed vertical lines show where
we calculate change-points to be based on violations of local stationarity. With the exception of
the change-point around time 160,000, interesting features are readily apparent at close inspection
in the time-domain.
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Fig. 11. Two computed change-points are dashed lines, analyst’s pick is a solid line.
In Fig. 10 we zoom in on the arrival of the primary wave. Notice that both the analyst’s pick
and our computed change-point are within the same wave-form. Since there is practically no
signiﬁcant difference between these estimated change-point locations, we ﬁnd that our model is
validated by the analyst’s pick.
In Fig. 11 we zoom in on the arrival of the secondary wave. Again, we are close to the analyst’s
pick, showing the validity of our model. The change-point to the right of the analyst’s pick had a
smaller value of our test statistic. The change-point to the left of the analyst’s pick is registering
another source of vibration, which is combining with the earthquake.
7. Discussion
We have developed a method for segmenting time series, where between the change-points,
the series is locally stationary. As described, this process is computationally expensive. If compu-
tational speed is important, such as trying to detect change-points in real-time, there are several
methods one can use to speed up the method described in this paper. The method we have de-
scribed can be parallelized, since computing the power-spectrum over any window of time can
be done independently of any other window. Furthermore, at a cost of losing some localization of
the estimated-change-points, D̂(t) does not need to be computed for every time t. The estimated
location of the change-point can be reﬁned by estimated D̂(t) at every time t in a neighborhood
of an estimated change-point, and the maximum taken as the detected change-point.
In work to appear, Davis et al. [6] have a technique that uses minimum description length as
a criterion for ﬁtting a piecewise AR model and ﬁnding change-points. Series 1–3 are similar to
the series Davis et al. consider. Since the test series are different, straight-up comparison is not
possible, but it appears that when the piecewise AR model is correct, Davis et al. are slightly
better at getting the correct number of change-points, and that they are also have a little bit less
variability in their estimated change-point location. However, in the case of a slowly varying AR
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model with no change-point (e.g. series 2), the method proposed here works signiﬁcantly better.
Davis et al. usually estimate three change-points, instead of the zero we get 82% of the time.
As is usual for non-parametric methods, we are able to work in a wider variety of settings at a
cost of minor degradation of performance in the settings to which the parametric methods apply.
An important note is that Davis et al. are a couple of orders of magnitude faster in their current
implementation than we are in ours.
Ombao et al. [12] use a series similar to our series 1 to demonstrate the effectiveness of Auto-
SLEX. Auto-SLEX only checks dyadic points for possible change-points, whereas our sliding
window approach is more general. When looking for change-points that are at dyadic points,
Auto-SLEX has, at times, very impressive accuracy rates (e.g. 60% for getting the point exactly),
whereas our method is only good for getting in the neighborhood of the correct change-point.
In comparison to Adak’s [1] work, we have achieved a segmentation that is in closer agreement
to seismologists view of earthquakes, albeit on a different seismic event.
Future work can include attempts to use variable-width windows, to incorporate information
over greater stretches of the series in the absence of change-points. Of great interest to seismolo-
gists is a bootstrap method to estimate the uncertainty of change-point location.
7.1. Philosophical argument for sliding window
A common feature of competing approaches for detecting change-points where the change is
characterized by the time-varying power spectrum is to compare the estimated power spectrum
over adjacent intervals. The series is divided into non-overlapping intervals, usually of equal size,
and the power spectrum is estimated over each interval. Where two adjacent estimated power
spectra differ signiﬁcantly, a change-point is declared. Our method is different in that we compare
every possible pair of adjacent intervals of a given size, not just one covering of the series.
Our method has several disadvantages. Conditioned on the true time-varying power spectrum,
our test statistic is not independent in time. Our method is also a lot slower (by a factor of the
length of an interval, oftentimes well over 100), since we check so many more candidate change-
points. To address the former issue, we do not feel that independence is a necessary property for
a good test statistic. The dependency in our test statistic reduces the degrees of freedom from
the independent case (assuming the test statistic to be conditionally independent at every point,
which is true for none of these methods), and we have proven our asymptotic results assuming this
independence. Our proofs are conservative. On the issue of computational speed, we can estimate
our test statistic at a lower resolution, and increase the resolution when the test statistic is large,
indicating it may be near a signiﬁcant maximum. While we may not be able to match the speed of
the independent interval methods, we can get close, so this should not be seen as a critical failing
of our proposed method. Even if either of these arguments fails to convince, one can still use our
test statistic on independent intervals.
We prefer testing for change-points everywhere for the increased resolution. Change-points do
not just occur every n points, and we want to be ﬂexible. If we only check every n points, on
average we will miss the true change-point by n/4. This is a signiﬁcant error in the earthquake
segmentation problem we have been considering. Furthermore, it is possible to miss a change-
point if we only check every n points, if the evidence for the change-point is sufﬁciently local. If
one assumes the process is stationary between change-points this is not an issue, but given local
stationarity, this can become an issue.
The problem with a ﬁxed-window design is illustrated in Fig. 12. We illustrate two possible
placements of windows of width 20 around a change-point. The means of the windows deﬁned
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Fig. 12. The dashed and the solid lines are two possible places ﬁxed windows of width 20 can be placed. Note that the
solid lines will give the correct change-point location, whereas the dashed line will either give four change-points, or zero,
depending on the threshold.
by the solid lines will be 0, 10,−10, 0. The change-point between 10 and −10 is obvious. The
dashed lines deﬁne windows with means 0, 5, 0,−5, 0. The presence of change-points is not as
obvious. If the threshold for detecting a change-point is below 5, then four change-points will be
detected instead of one. While this is a pathological case, we feel it illustrates the hazards of only
checking for change-points at a sparse subset of our domain.
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Appendix A.
A.1. Derivation of the likelihood ratio
Throughout this section, f∗() will denote either fL() or fR() when they can be used inter-
changeably, since they have the same distribution under an assumption of stationarity.
Since it tends to be most powerful in various settings, we may want to look at a likelihood ratio
test. Under the null hypothesis that the left spectrum and the right spectrum are equal, the power
at each frequency would be the average of the left and right spectra. Thus, if the estimated power
spectra at a given frequency are f̂L() and f̂R(), then under the null hypothesis of no change,
we set the power spectrum at frequency  to f̂0() = 12 (f̂L() + f̂R()).
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Our likelihood ratio is
maxL(f̂L, f̂R|f0)
maxL(f̂L, f̂R|fL, fR)
= maxL(f̂L|f0)maxL(f̂R|f0)
maxL(f̂L|fL)maxL(f̂R|fR)
,
since f̂L and f̂R are independent. Recall that the distribution of the estimated power spectrum is
asymptotically f0()22k/2k for some k, where we smooth the periodogram over k frequencies.
So what we want is the likelihood that this equals f̂∗(), or that a 22k = 2kf̂∗()f0() . Substituting in
our estimate f̂0() for f0(), this is proportional to
(
2kf̂∗()
f̂0()
)k−1
exp(− 2kf̂∗()2f̂0() ).
The likelihood under the alternative hypothesis is just the mode of a chi-squared distribution,
which can be dropped since it is a constant. Thus our likelihood ratio is proportional to:
∏

⎡⎣(2kf̂L()
f̂0()
)k−1
exp
(
−2kf̂L()
2f̂0()
)(
2kf̂R()
f̂0()
)k−1
exp
(
−2kf̂R()
2f̂0()
)⎤⎦ ,
assuming that the estimated spectrumat each frequency is independent. Thus a small log likelihood
is equivalent to
∑

[(
−2kf̂L()
2f̂0()
− 2kf̂R()
2f̂0()
)
+ (k − 1)
(
log
(
2kf̂L()
f̂0()
)
+ log
(
2kf̂R()
f̂0()
))]
,
being small. Observing 2f̂0 = f̂L + f̂R, and dropping constants, small values of the likelihood
ratio are equivalent to small values of
∑

[
log
(
f̂L()
f̂0()
)
+ log
(
f̂R()
f̂0()
)]
,
which implies small values of the likelihood ratio.
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